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International Federation Majorettes Sport 
U Výstavby 192/5, 111 01 Praha, Czech Republic 

ID: 01432991 
International NGOs 

 
Local propositions 

 
Competition names and types of competitions including the associated logo 

 
World Championship Majorettes Sport (WCH) 

25th and 26th August 2022 
 
 
 
 
 
 

World Majorettes Cup (WMC) 
27th August 2022 

 

 

The competition is governed by the competition rules, specifications and IFMS rules 
 

 
 

Local organizer WMC a WCH 
Czech Federation Majorettes Sport (ČFMS) ID: 659 14 031 
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The event is  financially supported by 
 

 
 
 
I. Adress 
Sports hall Královka, 
Nad Královskou oborou 51 
Praha 9 
GPS coordinates: 50.10430, 14.416339 
 
Notice 
Prohibition of food delivery and consumption in the hall, in stands and in dressing rooms. Drinks in the hall, in 
stands and dressing rooms only in closed containers – pet bottles, thermos, see Operating rules of the sports hall. 
 
II. The nearest connection to the sports hall Královka 
Metro 
Station Hradčanská 
Tram 
Station Sparta 
Transport by own cars and buses 

 Parking about  450 m from the hall, GPS 50.099018, 14.419384 
 Parking charges 

 
III. Registration at reception of sports hall (separate entrance from the street) 
25.08. - 27.08.2022 
 07:30 h –09:00 a.m.  
12:00 h – 13:30   
Out of tis time (if not physically present assistant for registration) call mobile: +420732264831 
 
Start fee for WMC and WCH is the same 
Small formations: Solo 750 Kč/30 EUR, duo-trio 1000 Kč/40 EUR, mini 1250 Kč/50 EUR 
Groups: 3000 Kč/120 EUR 
Register yourself at least 1 hour before your performance, so ensure timely entrance at the start. 
 
By registration you will receive: 

 Wrist tickets for competitors 
 Information about dressing rooms 
 Payment confirmation 
 Possibly other current information 

 
Wrist tickets (entrance tickets) strengthens the chief to each competitor on her wrist tighly (wrist band 
must not be loose), before entering the sports hall. Entrance to the hall is only with the wrist ticket, the 
ticket is valid for 3 whole days. In the event of the loss, a replacement ticket is not issued. 
 
IV. Admission fee 

 One-day admission on site 250 Kč/10 Euro, 
 Entrance fee not reimbursed for competitor majorettes and accompaniment, if their wrist ticket is shown 

at the entrance 
 Entrance fee including seat reservation not reimbursed for children till 7 years and handicapped children,  
 Children  and youth till 18 years and adult holders of the handicapped person card  100 Kč 
 Tickets for tourist accompaniment and other general public are on sale at the ticket office at the entrance 

to the hall, they serve also as a reservation and are marked with the grandstand letter, number of 
row and seat number 

 Prohibition of putting things and top parts on free seats 
 Competitors may watch the programme from the reserved part of the grandstand, follow the instructions 

of the organizers 
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 Prohibition of using the stairs to sit on for the whole hall and leaning shoes on seats (safety regulations 
and operating rules of the hall) 

 
V. Spaces 

 
Prohibition of entrance of tourist accompaniment and public into the non-competitive space for 
participants! 
 
Spaces for tourist accompaniment and other public (viewers) 

 Seats in the grandstand on reservations and access ways to the grandstand from the main entrance 
 
Spaces for VIP 

 Designated seats on the grandstand 
 Designated room for VIPs 

 
Spaces for judges 

 Designated room for judges 
 Stand at the competitor area 

 
VI. Competitor area in hall A 
For stage competition sets 12 m x 12 m + protection zone, standardized surface. 
For marching parade of 25 m x 7 m + boarding area and the safeguard zone, standardized surface. 
The entrance of the contestants at the competition area (start) follows the guidance of a designated person to 
control the entrances. This person can accompany them up to the starting line, this line is not allowed for 
accompaniment of other person including chiefs, assistants, coaches. 
 
VII. Spatial tests 
Admission to the competition area for spatial tests in hall A 

 08:00  – 08:45 a.m. 
 Only for entrance and exit 
 I tis not allowed to practice or demonstrate the competition sets or parts thereof 
 It is not permitted to audience and tourist accompaniment 

 
VIII. Breafing 
Breafing each competition day at 08:30 a.m., as appropriate still before the afternoon competition block, always 
after announcement by announcer, at the announcer stand 
 
IX. Ceremonies 
Initiation (each competition day) 

 Entrance of chiefs,, VIPs, judges after announcer announcement, dress code social clothing  
 Shoes without needle metal and thin heels, preferably sport ones 
 Exit after the announcer announcement , following the instruction of the person managing the entrance 

Results announcement 
 To announcement will be prepared competitors according the start and result list 
 Entrance for the announcement on the area after the announcement by announcer, instructed by the 

person to manage entrances, 
 By using the state flags by the competitors the principles  about state symbols are observed (only clean 

flags, not covered with writing, or otherwise damaged)  
 Announcement to the 6th place,  
 7th place to the last place will be awarded by the diplomas after announcing the results at the table with 

medals and cups, later in the registration room 
 Anthem for the winner with the state flag, for the duration of the anthem, the competition participants 

stand (without movements)  
 Exit from the area after announcer announcement  

 
X. Start and result lists 
The changes in the start lists you should report direct by commissioner for results processing, at his stand, in the 
hall. 
Start lists are published 

 on www.ifms-majorettes.com,  
 in the year book WCH 
 in the hall 

 
XI. Medical service 
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 in the doctor´s room  
 in the hall in the area by the stand for VIPs 

 
XII. Drinking regime 

 the chief is responsible for  drinking regime of his wards  
 drinking water is in the water main of the sports hall 

 
XIII. Meals and accommodation 

 accommodation according the instruction on www.ifms-majorettes.com 
 buffet in the ground floor of the hall 

 
XIV. Taking pictures and making video recordings 
The promoter provides pictures, photos are published on www.ifms-majorettes.com 
 
Making photos and videos only for accredited photographers, request for accreditation to e-mail: 
vice.president@ifms-majorettes.com, no later than 2 days before the competition start or at accreditation 

 the rest of the public only from the audience space   
 taking pictures and making videos using a tripod is not possible from the audience space, stops viewers 

from viewing, more information at ticket office 

 the use of a tripod restricts the audience´s view and the audience then seeks to return the ticket, it can 
be enforced by the organizer after the photographers with the tripod 

 
XV. On-line broadcast 
The live broadcat begins each competition day at 9:00 a.m. 
Access for  watching from the front side on www.ifms-majorettes.com 
 
Notice: 
For competitors is responsible the chief indicated in the application. 
The promoter and local organizer  are not responsible for loss of things, money or valuables. 
The promoter reserves the right to change the program. 
 
 
The organizers wish you competitive success, spectator experiences, joy of movement and thank you for 
supporting the development of majorettes sports  
 
 

 
 

 


